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The Praetorian Guard was a force of hand-picked bodyguards used by Roman Emperors.The term 
Praetorian derives from praetorium, the tent of the commanding general -or praetor- of a Roman 
army in the field. They guarded the tent and the commander, would sometimes serve as police 
force in the cities, and even actively participated in battle if necessary. 

Muammar Gaddafi, the Libyan dictator, always stays in a big tent when he is traveling abroad. This 
is only one of his many eccentricities. Another is that he has a private security detail that is full of 
women dressed in military fatigues. Michael Jackson clearly wasn´t alone in his fixation on 
uniforms.This special force, called the Amazon Guard, is made up of more than 300 women, mostly 
Cuban and Libyan in origin, who are trained in martial arts, each one capable of handling several 
strong men, and who swear an oath that they will give their lives for their master. And in fact, at 
least one has, shielding the dictator from bullets during an attempt on his life some years ago. They 
are permanently around him, night or day. They are all virgins and take a vow of chastity when 
becoming bodyguards. It is said that Gaddafi trusts women more than men, because they are less 
likely to betray him or accept bribes.

Using a female “palace guard” is in fact an ancient custom in Africa. Lesbian and virgins, 
specifically, were thought to be able to sense threats. Not necessarily very effective in 
conventional battle; well-trained women, however, expert in the use of swords, spears or bows, 
could be quite deadly inside a palace, especially because, being women, they have a good chance 
of going unnoticed by any assassins, until it's too late. 

The whole Amazon guard thing probably has a component of marketing to it though, because, the 
lipsticked killer ladies are always around Gaddafi in photographs taken during trips to other 
countries, but you don't see many women near Gaddafi these days. They have disappeared 
altogether, as has his famous and voluptuous Ukranian personal nurse.

If and when Gaddafi leaves power, this elite personal guard is likely to be dismantled. That will be 
the end of the colourful and unique unit of fashionable and deadly femmes fatales that has so 
fascinated us. That, unless someone has the brilliant idea to recycle them into a touring circus-like 
attraction, in the style of the Buffalo Bill Wild West. At least they wouldn´t have to look very far to 
find a tent.


